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Local 249’s Kaleaha Rayner competed in American Ninja Warrior, the
NBC show where men and women from all walks of life and every
corner of the country come together to pursue their common dream
of reaching Mount Midoriyama on the world’s most notorious obstacle
course.
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Officers of Local 249

The UAW Local 249 Recreation Committee ended the year with the Fall Brawl Bass
Tournament October 4, at Smithville Lake. First place went to Ted Triggs and Doug
Derry, left to right, Daniel Campbell and Paul West took second place. Third place
and Big Bass was won by Louis and Steven Davidson. Fred Jobe and Mike Spence
won fourth place. Tyler Trout landed the second big bass. Greg Proffitt and Blake
were named Anglers of the Year.

President Jason Starr
1st Vice President Tony Renfro
2nd Vice President Tom Carr
Recording Secretary Shirley Mata
Financial Secretary Dana Davidson
Treasurer Chrissy Kline
Trustees Ed Scaggs, Jeremy Fue, Sade Ott
Sergeant at Arms Leon Allen
Guide Gary Thomas
Bargaining Chair Jim Fisher
Bargaining Committee Steve Chorbak, Dean Freed and Don Picard
Skilled Trades Bargaining Committee Member Scott Pyle
Parts Depot Bargaining Chair Brandon Zarda
Nurse’s Bargaining Chair Cathy Koogler
Team Solutions Bargaining Chair David Norris
Retiree Representative John Lowe
The Regular Membership Meeting of United Automobile Workers Amalgamated Local
Union 249 is held on the third Sunday of each month at 2:00 p.m. in the local union hall,
8040 NE 69 Highway, Pleasant Valley, Mo. The Executive Board Meeting is held at 1:00
p.m. prior to the Regular Membership Meeting.

UAW-Ford Joint Programs

Members of the Education Committee, CAP Committee, the Consumer Affairs
Committee and other local members joined KC Tenants in solidarity to shut down
evictions in Kansas City Oct. 15.

Apprentice Training
Cortez Bradley 816-459-2060
Benefits
Steve Hibbs, Derron Joyner and Jason Hartman 816-454-6333
Employee Involvement
Chad Troncin 816-459-1372
Darroyce Thornton 816-459-1490
Employee Support Services
Kenny Alexander 816-459-1226
Health and Safety
Ed Samborski 816-459-1210 • Terry Tharp 816-459-1407
Ulysses Bales 816-459-1605 • Joe Camper 816-459-5559
Dave Sambol 816-459-1223
Quality
Kelly Loveall and Jeff Wright 816-459-1232
Dealer Rep. Danny Mata
Job Sourcing and Production Standards
Jim Ryan and Todd Wyse 816-459-1466

Helpful Numbers

Quality Hotline 1-866-723-3937
Employee Health Services 816-459-1226
National Employee Service Center 1-800-248-4444
Blue Care 816-395-2700
Blue Cross PPO 1-800-482-5146
Preferred Care Blue PPO 816-395-3193
Child Care Referrals 866-327-7952
UNICARE Life Insurance 1-800-843-8184
UNICARE Medical/Disability Leave Claims 1-877-475-9652
Delta Dental (Active) 844-223-8520
Delta Dental (Retired) 800-524-0149
United Concordia Dental Plan 1-800-937-6432
Ford A,X,& Z Plan 1-800-348-7709
www.fordvehicleprograms.com
UAW-Ford Legal Services 800-482-7700
UAW-Ford TESPHE 1-800-248-4444

Local 249 CAP activists Amy Minich and Erica Eckart join Local 249 President Jason
Starr Oct. 12 to get out the vote for Rhonda Dolan and Nicole Galloway.
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Visit Local 249 on the web at www.local249.org
Like Local 249 on Facebook www.facebook.com/local249
Follow us on Twitter @UAWLocal249

Labor News From the World Wide Web

The Picket Line

UAW on passing of Ruth Bader Ginzberg

W

UAW on Supreme
Court nomination
UAW

“U

AW members and our nation need Senate leadership to take
pause this close to a presidential election and let whoever is
rightfully elected to be president in November nominate the
next Supreme Court Justice.
The nomination of Judge Amy whether to uphold the Affordable Care
Coney Barrett, given her past decisions, Act (ACA). If overturned, protections
would most certainly create concerns for 135 million Americans with prefor working families in a non-election existing conditions would be stripped
year, let alone amid a national election. away and tens of millions could lose
Her judicial record and legal writ- coverage and protections from unfair
ings demonstrate she will likely roll- practices by insurance companies.
back civil rights, worker’s rights, and
We ask the United States Senate to
accessible health care for all. During do the right thing and slow this process
her judicial career, she has undermined down by giving working families and
protections for older workers, made UAW members certainty that these
it harder to sue management for long-lasting decisions will be made
overtime pay, and in one case, rubber through the lens of all Americans.
stamped a corporate racial segregation Instead, we urge the U.S. Senate to
scheme defying the intent of the Civil schedule a vote on the HEROES act so
Rights Act (CRA) of 1964.
we can provide long overdue COVID-19
Both UAW President Walter Re- relief to a country in crisis.
uther and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Filling the Supreme Court justice
fought for the passage of CRA and were seat should not be rushed. It should
present at its signing.
be a thoughtful, deliberate process to
The stakes around filling this ensure the Court’s highest principles
vacancy could not be higher. In the of democracy, fairness and justice are
last several years alone, the Supreme upheld.
Court, the highest court in the land, has
Justice Ginsburg once wisely
weakened collective bargaining rights pointed out, “We have the oldest
for public sector workers (Janus v. written constitution still in force in
AFSCME) and retiree health care (CNH the world, and it starts out with three
v. Reese). The CNH vs. Reese decision words: ‘We, the people.’”
allowed employers to take away health
Let’s honor Justice Ginsburg’s last
care from UAW retirees that they had wish that her seat not be filled until the
agreed to at the bargaining table. In next president is decided. It is the right
November, the Court will again decide thing to do.”

hat a sad day for our nation and for all those who stand up and speak for
those who cannot speak for themselves. Ruth Bader Ginsburg blazed a
trail for civil rights and women’s rights and the sanctity of our constitution in
her 27 years as a Supreme Court Justice. No words can do real justice to her
contributions to the highest court in the land and her contributions to our
nation. To this courageous champion of women’s rights and worker’s rights
and equality for all.
She was a light that shone so brightly on the constitutional rights of
women and minorities and those who have no voice. She was a tireless defender for inclusion and compassion and the best version of ourselves and
our better angels.
Just like John Lewis, I suspect she knew all about making ‘good trouble’
because she made plenty during her long tenure as a jurist and advocate. In
this terrible time of divide, we should honor her final wish to bring our nation
together and delay filling her seat until after the election. — UAW

Missouri Senators back Trump’s plan to make
court pick prior to election

S

enate Republicans have faced allegations of hypocrisy for abandoning
their election-year rationale for refusing to give Barack Obama’s nominee
Merrick Garland a hearing in 2016.
Missouri Senator Josh Hawley was not in Washington in 2016 but says President Trump is on the mark by suggesting the GOP has a mandate to proceed,
regardless of what was said four or two years ago.
“Voters have elected a Republican President,” Hawley said. “They’ve elected
a Republican Senate. They did that after the Supreme Court fight in 2018. And
I think Republicans need to keep their promises here. And that’s what I intend
to do.” — KRCG

Region 2B delegates select new director

U

AW elected delegates in Ohio and Indiana met today to fill the vacancy of
the Regional Director – a position with a seat on the UAW International
Executive Board and elected Wayne Blanchard to fill the remainder of the term
which ends in June 2022.
The UAW Constitutional procedure made accommodations for Ohio and
Indiana social distancing guidelines by conducting meetings at five locations
connected remotely. Region 2B has had a vacancy since the resignation of Rich
Rankin earlier this summer. —UAW

Williams pleads guilty in corruption saga

F

ormer United Auto Workers President Dennis Williams pleaded guilty
Wednesday to embezzling hundreds of thousands of dollars from the
union, giving federal prosecutors a second landmark conviction in a yearslong crackdown on auto industry corruption.
Williams, 67, of Corona, California, pleaded guilty nearly four months after
Gary Jones, his successor, admitted to helping steal more than $1 million from
rank-and-file workers. They are the highest-ranking union leaders convicted in
a corruption scandal that has pushed one of the nation’s most powerful unions
to the brink of federal takeover.
Williams, who resigned his membership Sept. 18, is the 15th person convicted of a crime following an investigation that has revealed labor leaders and
auto executives broke federal labor laws, stole union funds and received bribes
and illegal benefits from union contractors and Fiat Chrysler Automobiles NV
executives. — Detroit News
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Auto Industry Update
California wants to ban gas-powered cars. Is
the auto industry ready to go all electric?

C

alifornia could join France, Norway and the United Kingdom in banning
cars with traditional combustion engines, after Gov. Gavin Newsom’s
executive order to end the sale of gas- and diesel-powered vehicles in the
Golden State by 2035.
But there are plenty of obstacles, including the technical challenges of sourcing raw materials and producing enough batteries and fuel-cells, as well as the
need to deliver vehicles consumers will want to buy. — NBC

As Auto Industry Roars Back, Worker
Shortages Throw Up Roadblocks

W

ards Intelligence, an automotive research and analytics firm, found that
vehicle production in North America has returned nearly to pre-virus
levels — a remarkable recovery.
But staffing levels within most plants, according to Orbital Insight’s data,
have not fully recovered.
One challenge is absenteeism — a word that might bring to mind people
playing hooky, but which actually covers all the reasons someone might not
show up for work.
And during a pandemic, there are lots of reasons workers might not show
up, from not having child care to waiting for a coronavirus test result, or even
being quarantined after a positive result.
Dziczek said staffing shortages are partly because auto plant jobs can be
difficult in the best of times, and particularly intimidating during a contagious
pandemic.

“It’s a daunting prospect to go into a plant,” she said. “There’s 2,000 people
on an assembly plant shift and, you know, if you’ve been locked down and
self-isolating .... the thought of going to work with 1,999 other people, it’s a big
challenge.” — NPR

In Mexico, auto industry struggles to rev up
operations

M

exico and the United States are deeply connected by trade, with very close
ties in the automotive industry. In mid-May, the sector started to reopen
in Mexico after pressure from lobbying groups on both sides of the border.
A new U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement took effect on July 1, 2020. It requires
the auto industry to standardize workers’ salaries and use more materials that
come from the three countries.
But unions are concerned about current working conditions in auto plants.
Benedicto Martínez is a coordinator of Frente Auténtico del Trabajo, one of
the unions in Mexico with members in the automotive industry. He said unions
are watching the pandemic protocols carefully at factories. — Marketplace

Auto industry could take 2 years to rebound

I

t’s going to take at least two years for auto manufacturers to restore the sales
and production numbers seen before the start of the coronavirus pandemic,
an industry expert told Michigan lawmakers in Lansing.
Despite successful efforts from suppliers and manufacturers to keep their
doors open and employees safe, staffing shortages and some overall drop in
demand means the industry needs to keep adapting and working collaboratively,
said Carla Bailo, president and CEO of the Ann Arbor-based Center for Automotive
Research. — Detroit Free Press

AutoTechNews: The EV/AV future is now
2022 Ford F-150 Electric

E

lectric motors are coming to the Ford F-150. The 2021 F-150’s PowerBoost
gasoline-electric hybrid drivetrain comes first, which combines a twin-turbocharged 3.5-liter V-6 engine and a 10-speed automatic transmission with an
integrated 35-kW electric motor. The hybrid merely marks the beginning of the
F-150’s electric embrace. Come model-year 2022, the F-150 will add a true batteryelectric drivetrain to its options menu. The model may don the name Everglades
(likely cheekily badged EVerglades), or it may just be called the F-150 Electric.
Regardless of what it’s christened, the battery-electric F-150 will surely be
able to continue the truck’s tradition of hauling and towing serious loads, as
evidenced by Ford’s decision to preview the powertrain by showing it pulling a
train’s worth of F-150s in a video released last year. The production F-150 EV’s tow
rating certainly won’t come close to the 1.25 million pounds that train weighed,
but we do expect the EV half-ton pickup to at least match the PowerBoost model’s
stated 12,000-pound-plus tow rating. — Motortrend.com

Ford is letting customers personalize their
Mustang Mach-E before taking delivery

F

ord’s first electric vehicle of consequence, the Mustang Mach-E SUV, will
start arriving at dealerships at the end of the year. But before customers
begin driving off with their new EV, the automaker wants to let them start
tinkering with their personal profiles. Because everything these days, even
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driving a car, requires some level of online registration.
At least 3-4 weeks before they take delivery of their vehicle, Mach-E customers can create a personal profile, input their home address and other important
locations, familiarize themselves with nearby charging stations, and setup climate
controls and other amenities. That way, when they finally accept delivery of their
Mach-E, all those preferences will be available and ready to go from Day One. —
The Verge

The Evolution of Automated Safety
Technologies

D

river assistance technologies in today’s motor vehicles are already helping
to save lives and prevent injuries.
A number of today’s new motor vehicles have technology that helps drivers
avoid drifting into adjacent lanes or making unsafe lane changes, or that warns
drivers of other vehicles behind them when they are backing up, or that brakes
automatically if a vehicle ahead of them stops or slows suddenly, among other
things. These and other safety technologies use a combination of hardware (sensors, cameras, and radar) and software to help vehicles identify certain safety
risks so they can warn the driver to act to avoid a crash.
The continuing evolution of automotive technology aims to deliver even
greater safety benefits and – one day – deliver automated driving systems (ADS)
that can handle the whole task of driving when we don’t want to or can’t do it
ourselves. — NHTA

Court challenge to Missouri anti-union law

N

Monique Morrissey and Lynn Rhinehart

ext month, the Missouri Supreme Court will hear arguments in a
case about collective bargaining for public-sector workers in Missouri. With collective bargaining rights enshrined in the state’s
constitution, the case revolves around whether onerous restrictions placed
on public-sector unions and collective bargaining in a 2018 law unconstitutionally infringe on those rights.
The Economic Policy Institute, a or discriminatory treatment.
nonprofit, nonpartisan think tank creOne of the most problematic
ated in 1986 to include the needs of provisions in the Missouri law requires
low- and middle-income workers in public-sector unions to be recertified
economic policy discussions, has filed every three years. A majority of the
a friend of the court (“amicus curiae”) bargaining unit (not just a majority
brief in the case to debunk some of the of voting bargaining unit members)
specious claims used by proponents of would need to vote to affirm their
the law and to show how the law will support for the union. This requirehurt workers, employers, communities, ment would force public-sector unions,
and the economy.
already burdened by the U.S. Supreme
EPI’s brief shows how weakening Court’s Janus decision, to expend
collective bargaining rights for public- scarce resources turning out members
sector workers will worsen the pay for a vote every three years.
gap that women workers and workers
The recertification requirement is
of color face when their wages are unnecessary because under Missouri
compared with those of white men. law, like other collective bargaining
EPI cites a new study documenting laws, workers have the right to file
that Wisconsin went from having no for a decertification vote if they want
wage gap to having a significant wage to initiate a vote on whether to keep
gap after state legislators and then- their union.
governor Scott Walker weakened
One pretext used by proponents
the state’s public-sector collective of the recertification requirement is
that the workforce in three years may
bargaining law.
EPI’s brief also explains how weak- not resemble the workforce today due
ening collective bargaining rights to employee turnover. This argument
deprives workers of due process and a ignores the fact that turnover in the
proven means for challenging arbitrary public sector is roughly half that of the

The Missouri Supreme Court will hear arguments on restrictions placed on public-sector
unions and collective bargaining rights in a law passed by the legislature in 2018.
private sector. EPI’s brief includes these
statistics and explains why the recertification requirement is unnecessary.
Proponents of the Missouri restrictions also argue that collective bargaining is unfair to young workers. This
argument is not only wrong—because
young workers, like all workers, benefit
from the improvements workers are
able to achieve through collective
bargaining—but also ironic, given

recent research showing that support
for unions is highest among young
workers. According to Gallup, 71% of
workers ages 18–34 approve of unions.
The coalition of unions challenging Missouri’s law won in the trial court.
For the sake of workers, employers, and
communities in Missouri, the Missouri
Supreme Court should agree with the
trial court and strike down this wrongheaded law. —EPI

Labor movement will defend American democracy

T

AFL-CIO Executive Council Statement

his year, despite the coronavirus, America is voting—by mail and in
person—and we the people are choosing who among us will lead our
nation, as we have done since our Constitution was adopted in 1789.
Since the United States was found- mined that the next president of the
ed, working people have struggled to United States will be the person who
make our nation a democracy. And is the choice of the people of these
we have given our lives to defend our United States through the process our
democratic republic—from the coal- Constitution and laws provide.
fields of West Virginia to the beaches of
We, the elected leaders of AmeriNormandy to the back roads of Missis- ca’s labor movement, have a message
sippi to the mountains of Afghanistan. for anyone who would seek to prevent
The lesson of our history is clear. eligible voters from voting, to prevent
Democracies are not, in the last analy- our votes from being counted, to
sis, protected by judges or lawyers, prevent the electors we choose from
reporters or publishers. The survival of being seated, or to prevent those
democracy depends on the determina- electors’ choice as president and vice
president from being inaugurated on
tion of working people to defend it.
And America’s labor movement Jan. 20, 2021. We will not let you take
is indeed determined to defend our our democracy away from us. America’s
democratic republic. We are deter- working people are determined and

AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka speaking at the UAW Convention.
prepared to defend our democracy.
And we are confident that in the
days to come, the democratic process
America’s people have counted on for
more than 200 years will once again
work in an orderly fashion to select
the next president and vice president
of the United States.

Already, working people are voting—by the millions. And we are going to keep voting in record numbers.
Together, we, the citizens of the United
States, will pick those who we wish to
govern us, from the White House to the
statehouse to the courthouse. And we
will bring a new and better day.
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With the end of the Wheelchair Ramp Program, Local 249 paid for a final project by the Local 249 Ramp Crew. Crew members Tom Macomber, left to right, Jeff Chisam
and Phil Rangel put the finishing touches on a handrail for Brian Duncan. In all, the crew built more than 600 ramps for housebound individuals in the Kansas City Metro.
Photo by Don Lehman.

UAW-Ford ends Wheelchair Ramp Program

W

By Gwen Starkey

hat began in 2012 as a joint UAW-Ford community outreach program
whose purpose was to show how collective bargaining between
unions and corporations not only helps its union members but also
was beneficial to our communities as a whole has finally come to an end.
Funding for the UAW Local 249 Ramp Crew work is a great example of
Wheelchair Ramp program has been what giving back to the community
eliminated by Ford. It’s a sad ending to means for UAW members.
“It was horrible when I got the news
what was once such a wonderful projthat
we
were finished. I literally got a text
ect that provided wheelchair ramps
that
said
sorry Kim, you guys are out of
to individuals and families in need
business
and
just like that we were done,”
throughout our community.
Chairperson
of
the Community Services
Local 249’s Ramp Crew, whose
Committee
Kim
Rowland said.
members included Jeff Chisam, Matt
“Nobody
built
more ramps than
Holsted, Tom Macomber, Phil Rangel
we
did.
Folks
keep
calling
us for help
and Kim Rowland, was one of the most
and
I’m
clueless
as
to
what
to tell
productive crews the program had
them.
We’ve
worked
with
the
United
building over 600 ramps over the last
Way, the Veteran’s Administration,
eight years.
Local 249’s Ramp Crew also played Habitat for Humanity, Rebuilding
a big role in constructing 49 tiny Together Clay County, Ray County Sehouses for Veterans who were expe- nior Citizens and so many individuals.
riencing homelessness. They, along They came to us because we had the
with The Veterans Community Project resources to help.”
The worst part of all this is that they
(VCP), helped build transitional homes
ranging in size from 240 to 320 square had 45 families on a waiting list to receive
feet, installing windows, doors, siding, a ramp. “I had to call each of those famiframing, trim work and whatever other lies and tell them that they were out of
construction was needed. Local 249’s luck,” Rowland said. “There are no other
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resources out there for them.”
Originally, everything the crew used
to build the ramps was to be donated
back to Local 249, but in a recent email
from Ford, the local learned that the
truck, trailer, tools and other equipment
would be shipped back to Detroit.
“We tried to get something going
between Local 249 and Region 4 to
keep this program afloat, but they just
didn’t want to participate,” Rowland
said. Well, that didn’t stop Local 249
from helping when there is a great need
and just like the song The Farmer in the
Dell in the end the cheese stands alone.
Local 249 stood alone and took
on a couple of projects. Granted, it
was all voluntary, members brought
their own tools and expertise, and
Local 249 persevered. They completed a ramp project for Local 249
member Travis Jones who lost his
wife in a motorcycle accident and
is confined to a wheelchair and
a handrail for local activist Brian
Duncan. Sadly, these are the last two
projects that Local 249 will complete
as funding has run out.
The crew has met many people
from all walks of life while building

these ramps, but one remains steadfast
in their minds, Mrs. Turner from Kansas
City, Kansas. “I just loved her,” Rowland
recalls.
“We were buddies. She was in a
wheelchair and all the shower facilities
were upstairs. She told me that she
hadn’t felt water on her body in years
and that she would just love it if she
could just take a shower again, maybe
someday she hoped.”
Long story short, Kim contacted
fellow UAW Local 249 skilled tradesman Jim Stouffer to get Mrs. Turner a
shower installed on her main floor. It’s
stories like this that makes what the
ramp crew does important, and they
have several of them.
“I hope we can continue on in
the future in some capacity,” Rowland
said. She has taken some grant writing
classes and is researching to see what
grants are available to start a program
locally, but this is a very long process.
The government wheels turn slowly
and this will take time. “I’m hoping that
we can build a couple of ramps a year
as the need arises,” she said. “It really
pulls on your heartstrings to see those
folks that are really in need.”

Travis Jones, with his children Carter and Ethan, try out the new wheelchair ramp with the help of Local 249 Ramp Crew members Tom Macomber, Jeff Chisam and Phil
Rangel. Jones recently lost his wife and was injured in a motorcycle accident. Photo by Don Lehman.

We are family at UAW Local 249

C

By Gwen Starkey

ar was the last word he remembered her saying as he was lying on the
ground struggling to recall the events of the last few seconds. The moments flashed through his mind like a slow motion screenplay. All he
could think about was Emily. As the EMTs scooped him up on the stretcher,
all he cared about was his wife. “Forget about me,” he said. “Where is my
wife? Please help my wife. Take care of Emily.”
Just minutes earlier UAW Local 249 wheelchair bound for months. This is
member Travis Jones and his wife Emily where his friends and family at UAW
were off enjoying a much anticipated Local 249 came to help.
dinner date celebrating their second
Earlier this year UAW-Ford cananniversary riding on their 2016 Harley celled the Wheelchair Ramp Program
Davidson Fatboy on that warm August but that didn’t stop Local 249 from
pitching in and helping a fellow memevening.
Then, in a split second the inatten- ber get a much needed ramp built for
tiveness of a careless driver who turned him. Fellow MPL team leaders A. J.
in front of them, changed his life for- Wilson and Mike Sousley along with
ever. It wouldn’t be until hours later Cole Mills were instrumental in startthat he would find out that Emily didn’t ing the ball rolling for getting a ramp
survive the accident. His beloved wife installed for Travis by reaching out to
and mother of ten-year-old Lilyann, Kim Rowland Chairperson of the Comfive-year-old Ethan, and one-year-old munity Services Committee and Jason
Carter was gone.
Starr UAW Local 249 President.
“It’s going to be a long recovery
Travis spent four days in the hospital recovering from dislocated / broken process for Travis and Local 249 wanted
shoulders and a broken ankle / foot to help out,” Rowland said. “Since our
and although there were no internal ramp program was cancelled, UAW
injuries, they forgot about his broken Local 249 decided to cover the costs
heart. There is no cure for that. His of all the labor and lumber required to
long-term recovery would find him install this ramp. This was a real need

and I’m just thankful that we were able
to help him.”
“I’m so thankful. I can’t put any
weight on my ankle, so the ramp
keeps me from hopping up and down
the stairs trying to get into the house,”
Travis said. “These are the hardest
times I’ve ever had. I have to have
someone care for me full time so there
doesn’t seem to be any normalcy in
my life having to depend on others
for so much.”
With the current COVID issues,
Ford wasn’t allowing the usual gate
collection, so some co-workers of Travis
came up with alternate methods to
help him with monetary donations,
coming in early, staying late and coming in on their days off to collect from
folks that wanted to help.
“All the donations from UAW Local
249 that I received are going to help me
so much. More than you’ll ever know,”
Travis said. “Cole Mills and several other
of my co-workers all got together to
do an in plant collection for me, going
in on all the shifts in all the departments taking up a collection for me.”
Cole Mills, who also happens to be his
brother-in-law, works day shift Transit
MPL has been his lifeline, Travis says,

taking complete charge, doing things
Travis was unable to do. “I don’t know
what I would have done without him,”
Travis said.
Travis hopes to return to work
early next year and to have his life
back to normal, at least as normal as
possible. He is thankful that he has
great union negotiated benefits that
so far have helped him focus solely on
the recovery process and not on cash
flow. He has temporarily relocated to
his parents’ home, at least for the short
term, in the loving care of his mother.
Moms are rock stars and his is at the
top of the list taking care of him and
all three kids.
“UAW Local 249 has been a major,
major support for me and my children’s
life,” Travis said. The fundraiser that the
Motorcycle Committee put together at
South Big Creek Ranch was a day where
I was able to sit back and just watch the
smiles on my kids’ faces. It was the most
fun we have had in a long while. That
along with the ramp and all the support from my co-workers, I just don’t
know where we would be without
them.” Travis hopes in the future that
he can pay it forward to someone else
who needs help.
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Local 249’s Kaleaha Rayner competed in American Ninja Warrior, the NBC show where men and women from all walks of life and every corner of the country come together
to pursue their common dream of reaching Mount Midoriyama on the world’s most notorious obstacle course. Photo by Don Lehman.

UAW Local 249’s American Ninja Warrior

M

By Gwen Starkey

ost people who work for Ford Motor Company on the assembly
line realize that the demanding work schedule leaves little time
for family life and outside social activities, but not Kaleaha Rayner.
She was a warrior before she became famous as a ninja on the NBC series
American Ninja Warrior.
Rayner, who works in Transit Trim
In 2018, she was selected and
on the night shift decided back in 2015 went on to compete in Indianapolis.
that she wanted a change in her life She failed on the third obstacle and
and began a workout regiment that didn’t make it past qualifying. In 2019,
eventually helped her lose over 70 she submitted another video but was
pounds focusing on cardio and weight not chosen. In 2020, in season 12 of
training. “I didn’t realize that American Ninja Warrior things worked out difNinja Warrior came to Kansas City in ferently for Rayner.
On Oct. 9, she made it onto Epi2016 and 2017 during the time I was
losing my weight,” Rayner said. She said sode 4 on prime time with her teamthat she had watched the show when mates competing on the shows difshe was bigger and vowed, “I am going ficult six obstacle course. She made
it through the shrinking steps before
to be on that show.”
Rayner decided that the time was running out of steam on off the hook.
right and submitted video showing She didn’t give up easily taking 15
her transition process to the show. swings before her arms finally gave out.
By this time, she had already started
Rayner got her start right here at
a women’s growth group that dealt our UAW Fitness Center, training before
with life obstacles you face and how and after work. “I darn near lived at the
to overcome them.
UAW-Ford Fitness Center,” Rayner said.
She started biggest loser camps One of her first videos she submitted
because it felt good to see others get to Ninja was of her working out at the
motivated and challenge themselves Fitness Center. She has since graduated
to feel good. She wanted to help to a much larger ninja gym facility.
Her training is intense. “It’s a lot
people get lean in a healthy way.
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more intricate than personal training other people,” Rayner said. “Its
high intensity, grip strength training,
speed and agility, its strengthening
yourself in muscles that you didn’t
even think was possible and working
on your speed at the same time. You
use muscles that you don’t even realize
that you’d use when you’re competing.”
Rayner continues to train and
grow her fitness company, SOLID MO
Fitness, working around her hours at
Ford. “I work at night on those very
long mandatory hours,” Rayner says.
“There have been times when I
pull up and I fall asleep in the parking
lot, or my only nap is in the car before
I go in.” She never stops. When the line
goes down, she works out. “I literally
have dumb bells, a mat and grippers
and a jump rope in my locker at work,”
she said. She even used to do live videos right from the break room.
And if working at Ford, working
out, being a Ninja Warrior, and running
her fitness company isn’t enough, she
is also an accomplished writer. She
penned her first poetry book, Motivation 23, and is in the process of writing another one. The following is an
excerpt from her poem Desire.
“Can’t stop won’t stop. Got a long

way before I make it to the top. My Faith
is strong and so is my will. At this point
there is no time to chill. I can only keep
pushing until my goal is met. The best
of me hasn’t been displayed yet. Daring
my body to reach new heights. Knowing
I’ll be flying higher than kites. Stirring in
directions I didn’t know I could go.
Transitioning to make to it look
easy though. Facing fear I must overcome. To reach my goals I must do
more and some. Time is a resource I
must use it wisely. In everything I do,
I must do it timely. My desire is strong
and it comes with fire. All I can go is
higher and higher.”
On top of all this, Kaleaha Rayner
is also a mother to two young boys,
12-year-old Zion and 10-year-old Kaileah who are very supportive of their
mom. “They are excited because they
get to brag about their mom being an
American Ninja Warrior to their friends,”
Rayner says. They like to travel with her
to competitions, but not so much all
the workouts she encourages them
to do. They realize most of the stuff is
good for them. Kaleaha has revamped
herself to come up with a new vision
for the direction she wants to go where
everything is cohesive. She is well on
her way.

KCAP management changes trades schedule

O

By Jim Fisher

n October 28, the company notified the local union that starting on
January 11, they would be moving the Truck Side Skilled Trades to
a Four Crew Schedule.
There is National Contract Lan- Members will be receiving letters
guage that supports a Four-Crew with important instructions from the
Schedule on pages 356-358 of Volume Dependent Verification Center via
1 of the National Contract. However, U.S. mail. It’s important that your adthis schedule violates the Local 249/ dress on file with Labor Relations is
KCAP Overtime Equalization Agree- accurate and up to date. If you have
ment and we are prepared to enforce any questions you are encouraged to
our local agreement through the griev- contact the Benefit Representatives at
ance procedure if necessary.
the union hall.
Ever since the plant returned from
In the month of November, the
COVID-19 shutdown in May the lo- plant will be on holiday shutdown on
cal union has been meeting with the November 3 for Federal Election Day,
company to return the skilled trades November 11 for Veterans Day, and
D&E Crew.
November 26 and 27 for ThanksgivNot one time has the plant man- ing. In addition, per the Local Agreeagement ever sat down to discuss the ment, each shift will be provided an
differences between D&E over the Four additional 15 minutes on the last day
Crew Schedule. On October 28, we worked before Thanksgiving for dewere handed the notification of the partment dinners.
schedule change and they refused to
We continue to discuss ways to
even discuss D&E Crew returning.
have the plant restrooms and break
The message to us was that adding rooms working and clean. Team Soluback D&E Crew would save the plant tions has now created an “In Plant”
more overtime than they are currently Help Desk. Members need to report
paying now, but they have intentions any issues pertaining to cleanliness, no
of reducing as much overtime from
skilled trades as possible.
By now everyone has seen Ford’s
third quarter results. Lets make one
thing clear. Those results are a very
large part due to the hard-working
members of Local 249. We produce
two of Ford’s most profitable vehicles
and shattered the plant record for
most units ever built in this plant in
a quarter.
The Transit system produced
50,356 Transits in the third quarter
and the Truck Side built 94,195 F-150’s
in the same time frame. This included
the first time ever that the Truck System
ran two super production shifts in the
same weekend. This came to a total of
144,551 units from Local 249 members
in the third quarter.
While everyone should be very
proud of these results, it’s unfortunate
that KCAP management forgot that
not only did this require hard work
and dedication from our production
members, it also took a lot of hard work
from our skilled trades department to
achieve these results.
The company has stated that starting in November employees who cover
dependents on their medical, dental,
and or vision plans will be asked to
provide documents that verify those
enrolled in their health coverage care
coverage are their legal dependents.

Local 249 Bargaining Chair Jim Fisher meets with Missouri Auditor Nicole Galloway,
the UAW-endorsed candidate for Missouri Governor at the union hall Oct. 25. Photo
by Don Lehman.
paper towels, no toilet paper, no hand
soap, leaking sinks, clogged or broken

toilets/urinals, or any other concerns
that there are with the restrooms. The
Help Desk can be reached at ext. 5610
from inside the plant.
The company has started their
anti-harassment training classes. All
members and salaried employees will
be sent to this 2-hour class. They have
not stated when they expect to complete the classes.
The Kansas City area still sees COVID-19 cases on the rise. To give you
some examples, when we returned
from the COVID-19 shutdown on May
18, the state of Missouri reported 156
COVID-19 cases. On July 4, Missouri
reported 441 cases on that day. On
September 7, (Labor Day) Missouri
reported 872 cases, and on October
23 the state reported 2556 COVID-19
cases. As you can see COVID-19 has not
gone away.
I ask that if you are showing flu-like
symptoms, or have been in close contact with someone who is a confirmed
COVID-19, case that you contact plant
medical at 816-459-1237 before entering the plant.
For November, the production
schedule on the Transit System will
remain on a 2-shift pattern and on
an 11-hour schedule. The company
has scheduled November 7 and 21 as
Super Production Saturdays. The Truck
system will remain on a 3-Crew Pattern
with no Super Production weekends
for the month of November.
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Something to be thankful for

P

By Jason Starr

art of my job as Local 249 President is to mobilize the membership of
our union and its standing committees to do as much for our members
and the communities we live in as they can. Sometimes, the constant
drive to do all we can finds me a little too focused on what we might have
done if we had more people and resources, than the good we actually accomplished. That can be really frustrating.
Now that we are approaching contributor to the construction of 49
Thanksgiving and the holiday season, tiny houses built by the Veterans ComI’ve had a chance to look back at all the munity Project for homeless veterans.
good things Local 249 members have
This month, Local 249 will contribaccomplished this year. I have to say ute $15,000 to purchase 750 turkeys
I’m really proud of what our members for area social service agencies so
have done.
that fellow citizens in need can enjoy
Each member of our union com- Thanksgiving dinner.
mittees works full time in the plant,
Last month, Local 249’s Women’s
they all have family responsibilities and Committee sponsored Trunk or Treat,
yet they find time to power the work a safe alternative to Halloween trick or
of our union both inside the plant and treating during the time of COVID-19
out. In this month of Thanksgiving, I for the children of our members.
want to say to each and every member
Next month, on December 5, they
who works so hard in the plant and has will hold their annual Breakfast with
contributed to the work of our union Santa. They have taken steps to make this
this year: I’m thankful for you. What a safe event for our members and their
you do is important. We couldn’t do it children. You can find details on Breakfast
without you.
with Santa in the ad on the next page or
In this issue of First Local News we on the union’s Facebook page.
are recognizing the many contribuIn this time of social distancing,
tions made by our Wheelchair Ramp the Recreation Committee still found a
Crew. We are sad that their work is way to bring members together safely
coming to an end now that Ford has in a series of well-attended events,
withdrawn funding for the program, including a number of fishing tournabut we are celebrating the amazing ments held at area lakes.
accomplishments, as well.
Local 249’s Veterans Committee
Here in Kansas City, the crew built will hold its annual Thanksgiving dinsome 600 ramps for housebound in- ner for the 120 residents of St. Michaels
dividuals. The crew was also a major Veterans center. This is third year that

NEED HELP?

Local 249 President Jason Starr talks with Missouri Auditor Nicole Galloway, the
UAW-endorsed candidate for Missouri Governor at a rally outside the union hall Oct.
25. Photo by Don Lehman.
the Veterans committee has hosted
this event to salute these Veterans.
In the run-up to the Nov. 3 General Election, the CAP Committee did
amazing work — in the face of COVID
restrictions — to get out the vote
for candidates who support working
families and the unions that represent
them. Union activists, and all of our
union committees, have played a
particularly important role in social
justice causes in the Kansas City area
this year.
Local 249 members were promi-

nent in supporting striking Local 31
members at the G.M. Fairfax Plant last
fall. We are now working with SMART
Local 2 members who are on strike at
Silgan in St. Joseph.
Our members have also been
active in support of laid off workers
who face eviction through the KC Tenants organization and with low-wage
workers fighting for a living wage and
union representation. Above all, this
Thanksgiving season, I am thankful for
our union and the great people who
make it what it is.

LOCAL 249 RETIREES

Are you worried about money?
Do you have problems on the
job? Is someone in your family ill? Has a loved one passed
away? Have you been physically
or mentally abused? Are there
drug or alcohol problems in
your family? Having thoughts of
suicide?
The UAW Chaplaincy Committee is
here is to listen or to offer spiritual
advice. Call the Union Hall at 816454-6333 and the Local will put you in
touch with one of our caring Chaplaincy Committee members.
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To make changes to your health care plan, update your contact
information with the Trust (including e-mail), or to ask questions
Contact Retiree Health Care Connect (RHCC) at 866-637-7555, Monday
through Friday, 8:30 a.m. — 4:30 p.m., Eastern Time.
To be effective on January 1, call about changes before November 27
If you don’t want to make changes to your health plan selection, you do not
need to do anything.

UAW retirees living longer and healthier
Advice on Aging Well From the
National Institutes of Health

M

aking healthy food choices is a smart thing to do — no matter how
old you are! Your body changes through your 60s, 70s, 80s, and
beyond. Food provides nutrients you need as you age. Use these
tips to choose foods and beverages for better health at each stage of life.
With age, you may lose some of if you live near each other, have similar
your sense of thirst. Drink water of- lifestyle habits and share the same risk
ten. Low-fat or fat-free milk or 100% tolerance for COVID-19.
juice also helps you stay hydrated.
Learn to recognize how much to
Limit beverages that have lots of added eat so you can control portion size.
sugars or salt. Learn which liquids are When eating out, pack part of your
healthier choices.
meal to eat later. One restaurant dish
Meals are more enjoyable when might be enough for two meals or
you eat with others. Invite a friend to more.
join you or take part in a potluck at
Include a variety of different colleast twice a week.
ored, flavored, and textured vegetaThis can be difficult to do safely bles. Most vegetables are a low-calorie
during the COVID-19 pandemic, but source of nutrients. Vegetables are also
one way to expand the number of a good source of fiber.
people whom you’ll interact with is
Many people find that their teeth
creating a small network of trusted and gums change as they age. People
friends or relatives, known as a social with dental problems sometimes find
bubble, who agree to abide by a shared it hard to chew fruits, vegetables,
set of rules to try to keep everyone safe or meats. Don’t miss out on needed
from COVID-19.
nutrients! Eating softer foods can
Social bubbles are research-prov- help. Try cooked or canned foods like
en to help slow the spread of CO- unsweetened fruit, low-sodium soups,
VID-19, because they limit the number or canned tuna.
of people whom you meaningfully
Foods may seem to lose their
interact with. Many experts suggest flavor as you age. If favorite dishes
capping a bubble at about 10 people, taste different, it may not be the cook!
which may be two or three households. Maybe your sense of smell, sense of
If you’re thinking about creating taste, or both have changed. Medicines
a bubble with friends or family, have may also change how foods taste. Add
lengthy conversations to see if your flavor to your meals with herbs and
households are well-matched. It helps spices.

UAW Retiree Medical benefits Healthcare Trust

2021 Benefit Highlights

• No change in benefits
• No change in co-pays, deductibles, coinsurance and out of pocket
maximum
• No increase in your monthly contribution
• No change in prescription drug copays, dental, vision or hearing aid
benefits

Local 249 Retiree Sergeant at Arms Robert Kim and his wife at a Retiree Meeting
before safety concerns over COVID-19 led to cancellation of meetings. Some retirees
are creating a small network of trusted friends or relatives, known as a social bubble,
to maintain the health benefits of social interaction. Photo by Don Lehman.
Don’t take a chance with your
health. A food-related illness can be life
threatening for an older person. Throw
out food that might not be safe. Avoid
certain foods that are always risky for
an older person, such as unpasteurized dairy foods. Other foods can be
harmful to you when they are raw or
undercooked, such as eggs, sprouts,
fish, shellfish, meat, or poultry.
Make the right choices when buying food. Pay attention to important
nutrients to know as well as calories,

fats, sodium, and the rest of the Nutrition Facts label. Ask your doctor if
there are ingredients and nutrients
you might need to limit or to increase.
Food is the best way to get nutrients you need. Should you take
vitamins or other pills or powders with
herbs and minerals? These are called
dietary supplements. Your doctor will
know if you need them. More may
not be better. Some can interfere with
your medicines or affect your medical
conditions.

Breakfast
with
Santa
Saturday, December 5 at Local 249
Reservations Required due to COVID Precautions
Call 816-454-6333 to Reserve a Spot
Tickets will be sold for time slots
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Striking SMART Local 2 members in St. Joseph got support on Solidarity Sunday from trade union supporters including Local 249 members Sept. 27. Photo by Gary Thomas.

Solidarity Sunday aids striking SMART workers

O

By Gary Thomas

n September 27th, unions from Kansas City converged on a small
little park in St. Joseph, Missouri in support of SMART Local 2’s
membership and their, at the time of this writing, 11-week strike.
What led to this action, across of health insurance and reduction in
the very street of the strikers plant pay meant that the workers of Silgan
manager’s home, is nothing short of would, essentially, be owned property
infuriating to the ideals of freedom by management.
“For me it is a classic display of
loving trade unionist and Americans.
corporate
greed that in today’s world
On July 18, 2020 the membership
they
have
used the Coronavirus to
of SMART (Sheet Metal, Air, Rail and
drive
down
wages and benefits,” said
Transportation workers) Local 2 voted
Mike
Veale,
President
Northwest Misby 109-1 margin not to accept the
souri
Central
Labor
Council.
contract Silgan management brought
SMART Local 2’s recording secrebefore those same members a week
tary,
Kami Jones has said. “Our membefore.
bership
has asked for nothing but to
In what was described as a comkeep
working
conditions the same
pany wish list of concessions by the
and
instead
we
are
met with a 15 page
union membership, Silgan sought the
company
“wish
list”
that strip us of
ending of seniority rights, an increase
our
most
basic
union
rights and more
in hours and a reduction in days off.
importantly
our
dignity.
“
Workers were expected to work a shift
That feeling of helplessness in
of 12 hours days for up to 21 days in
a row or 8 hours days for 365 days a the face of a corporate giant is hard
year. Combine this with Silgan’s want- to overcome for a local, any local, on
ing to increase the members share its own. Fortunately, for the last 11
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weeks organizations such as Stand
up KC, Local 249’s Community Service
Committee, local politicians and even
the St. Joseph police have shown their
support for the strikers and their cause.
September 27th solidarity action was
not just a continuation of that support
it was an escalation.
The small, little children’s park
in Saint Joseph, Missouri held a very
strategic advantage for members of
SMART Local 2 and the other union
locals and organizations that came out
to support. That park sat directly across
the street from the plant manager’s
home. A home that was guarded by
the private security company Silgan
employs.
All to protect his property from
the 100 union members chants of freedom, fair pay, respect and safety. Rain
soaked union membership sang songs
of justice and peace. They reveled in
their solidarity of spirit and mutual
admiration of backbone.
While the rain may have dampened our clothes, it didn’t touch our

spirits and our message of justice.
The striking workers have also
received support from Missouri State
Auditor and gubernatorial candidate
Nicole Galloway who took a break from
campaigning to lend her support to
the workers.
“Some of these folks have worked
here for just a couple years, five years
or less, and they came to work here
because they could get a good job, a
good wage, it supports their family and
they get benefits,” Galloway said. “Now
they feel like the rug is getting pulled
out from underneath them.”
“In my 35 years of dealing with
unions and contracts I have never seen
a more unified group. I am extremely
proud of the Local 2 members and
their leadership representing them in
this fight. Going on strike is hard. These
brothers and sisters are on the picket
line in the heat. One thing that would
help these Local 2 members is water.
The heat is bad and they need to stay
hydrated. Any support of water would
be greatly appreciated.” said Veale.

